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during this accomplished research of Tantric art, Rawson presents a meditative & visible
exploration of the self & the universe. Originating in India in 600CE & more and more
associated with fresh traits of Western art, Tantra is a metaphysical fusion of eroticism,
arithmetic & magic, a diffuse worldview during which a cult of ecstasy reigns. it really is through
the striking selection of illustrations within the book--16th century engravings of the method of
artistic Generation, reliefs of Hindu goddesses made for worship, a Tibetan magician's gown
made from human bone--that he makes obtainable the paranormal & essentially undefinable
global of Tantra. 169 illus., 25 colored. "A ebook to have for good looks & interest, that may
good be a advisor to an The Art of Tantra knowing of life."--Arts Review1. basic Attitudes2.
historic Characteristics3. intercourse and Logic4. simple Ceremonial and Images5. Mantra and
Yantra6. Sexual Transformations7. Krisna and Aesthetics8. Graveyards and Horror9.
Cosmograms10. the sophisticated Body11. Doubling and Development12. The One;
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although the publication itself has been up to date with new illustrations, the very skinny 1971
textual content continues to be unchanged. the writer The Art of Tantra lingers over salacious
information with out supplying context or corroboration, not able to determine the complicated
spiritual traditions in the back of the (shockingly!) bare devi and her necklace of skulls. There
are a few reliable examples of tantric artwork from either Hindu and Buddhist traditions here,
although many pictures are black & white and readers lose an important information regarding
the which means of the artwork that colour on my own may provide. Use the photographs as a
beginning point, and examine their meanings elsewhere.
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